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THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT!
Tuners

TonalEnergy Tuner by Sonorsaurus LLC - $3.99
TonalEnergy Chromatic Tuner and Metronome is an all-inclusive application designed
for the pro musician to the beginning player. The tuner responds to all instrument
types in the pitch range from C0 to C8. Features include the target tuner display, a
dedicated string tuning screen, eight octave keyboard (iPad only), chromatic wheel,
and a tone generator that includes high quality multi-sampled instruments for
symphonic brass and woodwinds, which is unique among all other tuning
applications. Other features include a metronome and analysis page for greater
musical use.For more info on its uses: http://www.ilmea.org/site_media/filer_public/
2015/01/14/fitzpatrick.pdf

Bandmate Chromatic Tuner by Adam McKee – free
Bandmate is the only chromatic tuner that displays the note you play on a music staff.
With Bandmate on their music stand, beginning music students are able to see exactly
what written note they are singing or playing on their instrument. No more guessing, no
more wondering if they are playing the right note.
Other Tuners
iStrobosoft by Peterson Strobe Tuners - $9.99
OmniTuner by Mauvila Software - $5.99
Tunable by AffinityBlue - $2.99
Cleartune by Bitcount ltd. - $3.99
Metronomes (and other time keepers)

Tempo Advance by Frozen Ape Pte. Ltd - $3.99
Tempo Advance is the metronome app to bring your musicianship to the next level.
The new Polyrhythm Mode enables concurrent playback of two meters with different
beats per measure, synced on the bar. Auto setlist advancement, accelerando,
ritardando and playback tracking makes it possible for you to program count-ins or
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complex songs with varying tempo, time signatures and rhythms. Visit
tempoadvance.com for demo videos.

Click Designer by Digital Downbeat, LLC - $2.99
ClickDesigner is a robust, fully-programmable metronome that allows you to easily
design complex click tracks for your rehearsals or live performances. It has been
specifically designed to give both music educators and performing musicians rapidlyeditable and automated features so adjustments are handled effortlessly. This tool is
perfect for professional studio settings, live performances and rehearsing large
ensembles such as marching bands. Handling metronome duties is a breeze since you
may fully automate your count-off and start and stop sets, as well as save and export
your lists to other users.

DrumBeats+ by Ninebuzz Software, LLC- $4.99
Drum Beats+ is the metronome app that improves your timing using great sounding
drum beats, not a boring click. The simple design means you’ll spend more time
playing, less time learning the app. It comes with over 100 great sounding drum beats
in rock, blues and other styles. Play any beat at any tempo without changing the pitch.
Includes tempos ranging from 60 to 190 beats per minute in simple 5 bpm intervals.
Other metronomes
Polyrhythm by Wolfram Winkel - $0.99
Beat On by Scony Su - free
Dr. Betotte by Seishu Murakami - $9.99
Groove Bank by Drum on Demand, Inc – free
Organization

Remind by remind101 – free
Remind, formerly Remind101, is a free text messaging app that helps teachers,
students, and parents communicate quickly and efficiently. This app allows you to
communicate without giving your personal info away. Features include real-time
messaging for your school, group, or just a single person. You can schedule reminders
ahead of time, send text messages straight to any phone, translate messages into
more than 70 languages, and see who's read your messages and who's missing out.
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Attendance2 by David M. Reed Software - $4.99
Attendance2 is a new app from the developer of the original iOS Attendance app. It is a
complete rewrite of the app with a new data format to make it more flexible and easier
to use. Features include flexible importing of names from CSV file or your contacts,
displaying photos next to names while taking attendance with customizable statuses
(i.e. absent, present, etc.) Photos can be taken with the device, imported from
Dropbox, or from your Photo library. Each day includes a status, a second status, and
a generic note field. Manually select status for each person or scan QR or barcode to
record a person's attendance status (Attendance2 will create QR codes for you).

Charms Mobile by Dorian Business Systems, Inc. - free
This app is for TEACHERS. Charms Mobile offers the administrator of a Charms
account access to many functions on their mobile devices, including student records,
inventory lists, attendance, student recordings, library searches, financial reports, and
lots more. It also includes a barcode component for checking in and checking out
Uniform and Inventory items, as well as checking in students for attendance tracking.

Charms Blue – Student App by Dorian Business Systems, Inc. - free
The mobile companion to the Charms Office Assistant for Parents/Student/Members.
Includes the recording studio to record alone, to play along and record with
accompaniments, and to complete assignments as well as the calendar, financial
statement, practice logs, teacher contacts, links to handouts and files, password
change and a place to update personal information.

Practice+ by Dynamic App Design, LLC – free
Practice+ is a complete practice and performance toolkit for musicians that contains
five separate modes including Tuner, Metronome, Recorder, Setlist and Loop Modes.
Each mode can work simultaneously with the metronome which is easily controlled via
the compact metronome bar that is always on screen.
Other organizational apps:
Attendance by David M. Reed Software - $4.99
Google drive, docs, sheets, forms, etc. by Google – free
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Dropbox by Dropbox - free
OneDrive by Microsoft - free
Reinforcement apps

Music Tutor by JSplash Apps – free (note recognition)
Improve your sight-reading skills with Music Tutor. This is a perfect tool for people
learning music. Choose to practice between treble clef, bass clef or both for a duration
of 1, 5 or 10 minutes. After each test, you can review your mistakes and see your
progress.

Tenuto by musictheory.net - $3.99
Tenuto is a collection of fifteen customizable exercises designed to enhance your
musicality. From recognizing chords on a keyboard to identifying intervals by ear, it has
an exercise for you. Tenuto also includes five musical calculators for accidentals,
intervals, chords, analysis symbols, and twelve-tone matrices.

ReadRhythm by Rolfs Apps - $2.99
Improve your sight reading with immediate feedback of timing accuracy. Carefully
graduated levels from simple to professional allow you to start at your best level and
improve at your own pace, more rapidly than on your own instrument. Practice anytime
and anywhere.

Sight Reading Machine by Kai Wa Cheng - $1.99
Use this app to generate short phrases for your students to sight-read daily. With high
customizable options the app uses auto refresh for non-stop sight reading practice, a
metronome, and music playback with note highlight.
Other reinforcement apps:
Music Theory Pro by Joel Clift - $3.99
Staff Wars by TMI Media, LLC - $0.99
Blob Chorus by Lumpty Learing - $0.99
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Hear It, Note It by Appatta Ltd. - $1.99
Drill

DrillBookNext by Scott Rundell - $2.99
Marching band and drum corps drill at your fingertips. See how every count and every
set fits into your marching show. Useful for marchers as they follow their dot as the
marching show develops and they can see how they contribute to the big picture for
every count. Features include coordinates for every set and count, move forward and
backward by counts and sets, pinch and zoom in and out, and a personalized set book
for each marcher.
Other drill apps:
Pyware 3D Viewer by Pygraphinc Inc. - $2.99
Drillbook by Scott Rundell - $2.99
Fun & games

InTune by Half Note Labs - $0.99
Download the only app that tests and improves your pitch discrimination ability, an
essential musical skill. Test your ability to hear very close pitches, improve your ability
to sing and play in tune and, compete with your friends.

Acapella by Mixcord Inc. – free
Acapella provides singers and musicians an easy way to create amazing a cappella
videos. Elevate your performances by creating multi-part harmonies or jam with
different instruments.
Other apps

Fingering by Patrick Q. Kelly - $5.99
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The highest rated and most comprehensive fingering charts for brass and woodwind
instruments available. Pick a written note (touch the staff) and have the fingering
displayed and concert pitch played. A touch of a button reveals the note on the piano.
Play a concert pitch on the piano, and have that pitch's fingering displayed. A touch of
a button reveals the transposed note written on the staff.

Coach’s eye by TechSmith Corporation - $4.99
Coach's Eye is the world's leading video platform for coaches and athletes who need
to review athlete technique and game film. Coach's Eye delivers state of the art
coaching and content management tools on your mobile devices anytime, anywhere.
Record your students and instantly show them how to improve. Refine technique and
analyze through video feedback. Features include side-by-side comparison, zooming
and panning to see just the details that matter, drawing on videos using lines, arrows,
circles, squares, and freehand tools, and creating videos with audio commentary,
annotations, and slow-motion.

iRealPro by Technimo, LLC - $12.99
iReal Pro simulates a real-sounding band that can accompany you as you practice.
Have a virtual band accompany you as you practice. Choose from 47 different
accompaniment styles (Swing, Ballad, Gypsy Jazz, Bluegrass, Country, Rock, Funk,
Reggae, Bossa Nova, Latin,...). Personalize each style with a variety of sounds
including piano, acoustic and electric guitars, acoustic and electric basses, drums,
vibraphone, organ, and more. Play, edit, and import any songs you want with 1000s of
songs can be imported from the forums in a few simple steps and improve your skills
with the included chord diagrams

Harmony Cloud by the Melodic Progression Institute LLC - $9.99
Understanding harmony is an essential skill for any musician. Harmony is the
springboard that elevates melodies to their full emotional potential. Harmony Cloud™
is a revolutionary step forward in the world of ear training created by world renowned
jazz vibraphonist and music educator Stefon Harris, and software entrepreneur and
jazz trombonist Clif Swiggett. It is designed to help all musicians, from beginner to
professional, expand their ears, deepen their understanding of harmony, and fearlessly
explore the world of improvisation. Its underlying algorithm stitches together chords
you select into an unending source of unpredictable, yet musical, chord progressions.
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Headspace App by Headspace meditation limited – free
Meditation made simple. Guided meditations suitable for all levels from Headspace.
Meditation can help improve your focus, exercise mindful awareness, relieve anxiety
and reduce stress.

Decibel 10th: Professional Noise Meter By SkyPaw Co. Ltd – free
Decibel 10th turns your iPhone, iPad and iPod touch into a professional sound meter,
precisely measures the sound pressure level all around you. This extremely useful and
beautiful tool will not only be a great tool for many uses. Have you wondered how
quiet is your room or how loud is a rock concert or sport event? Decibel 10th will help
you answer all those right now.
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